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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

During the past decade,

dance educators have sought

to define the body of knowledge underlying dance as a
scholarly discipline.
:1s

a

During the 19(17 conference on "!lance

l>iscipline," kinesiology was identified along with

fisychology,

history, and social anthropology as

the four ·

~c a demic areas which contribute most to the understanding
of dance .as a discipline.

the need
r ion e d

In the 1967 Conference Report

to study dance movement scientifically was men-

repeatedly.

appeared are

Illustrative of the statements which

the following:

J believe that Lhe serious study of dance requires
a continuous blending of two phases of study.
One
phase has to do with moving to create, and the other
has to do with acquiring insight about movement. ,ind
dance as art .

• We should have research that gives greater
insight into the effective ways of developing
movement potential.
l

1 AJma

M. llawkins, ''!Janee as a l)isciplin<•,'' in
Focus Qn Dance JV, ed, by N,1ncy W. Smit:h <Washinqton, ll. C.:
American Associat.ion f'or llr:al t.h, l'hysi.r:;Jl l•:d11 c :11 ion, :ind
I< e c re a L i on , l 1) r, 7 ) , pp • I I - I :~ •

1

- 2 ~ore emphasis is being placed on developing
technique according to the body structure and
function rather than for visu a l appearance
1

alone.

All [dance] majors would follow a biological
science core, including laboratory experiences
in biology, physiology, anatomy, and kinesiology .
. the teacher who appreciates the necessity for understanding movement concepts in relation to time, space, and e ffort will be the most
likely to lead her students successfully to the
experi e ncing of dance as creative expression.2
Although the inclusion of kinesiology in the prof e ssional preparation curriculum is recommended strongly
by dance educators, none of the popular kinesiology Le x t books3,4,5,6 r e late the analysis of movement sp e cifically
to

dance.

We lls,

in a brief history of the appli c ation of

1 Margaret N. H'Doubler, "A Dance Educator Speaks,"
in Focus on Dance IV, ed. by Nancy W. Smith (Washington,

U. C.:
American Association for Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation, 1967), p. 49.
2Elizabeth R. Hayes, "Implications for Teacher
Education," Focus on Dance IV, ed. by Nancy W. Smith
(Washington, D. C.:
American Association for Be al Lh,
Physical Education, and Re creation, 1967), p. 21.
3John M. Cooper and Ruth B. Glassow, Kinesioloqy
(2nd ed.: St. Louis, Missouri:
The C. V. Mosby Company,
1 l) tin

).
4 Gladys

Ne w York:

M. Scott, Analysis of Human Motion (2nd e d.:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 19611.

r-

,_)Gene A. Logan and Wayne C. McKinn e y, l(jncsioloqv
Wm . C • Brown Comp c1 n y ~ I> u bl i s It e rs , l l) 7 0) •
(Dubuque, Iowa:
(1

I( a L h il r i n e

I) h i I ;J d C l p 11 i a :

\,\I.

F•

We 1 l s ,

n·. s~Jund Cr s

K i n e s i o l o q y ( '.°"> L II
CO mp any ' i 9 7 I ) •

<' d • :

-
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kinesiology to physical education activities,

states that.

thl:.' present-day emphasis in kinesiology classes is upon
~111:,lysis of athletic skills,
.

.

s 1\· 1 mm 1 n g •

1

including gymnastics and

This curricular emphasis, as wel I as the exclu-

siL111 of dance

skills from kinesiology textbooks, may be

explained in part by the kinds of research
sLudents and professors undertake.

that graduate

Since the findings of

research provide the basis of theory in the classroom,

it

can be assumed that kinesiology textbooks will not include
analyses of dance skills and techniques until dance
s pe cialists begin Lo utilize research equipment
an a lysis of dance motion and

jn !he

to report their findings.

The study of human motion has become increasingly
sophisticated.

Among the new devices available for study-

i n g mo v e me n t

a r e " t h e e 1 e c t r o my g r a p h ,

stroboscope,

high- nnd normal-speed motion picture cam e ras,

X ray,

force plate,

force transducer,

e 1 e c t r o g o n i o me I t' r ,

')

and the computer."-

., comprehensive review of da·nce literature revealed

Lhal

none of these data-gathering instruments has been used
the kinesiological analysis of dance ski] ls.
s t ud y ,

t he r ef or e ,

i s a p i o n c (J r a t L e mp t

I.

The

o i nvc s

r

in

pr e scnl

i \J ,1

1p

;i

p.
2 SL an l e y P l a g f~ n h o e f, Pa t tern s of I I um a n \1 o t i o n ;
c i ne ma t o g r a p h i c i\ n a l y s i s < t•: n q 1 P w o o d · (· 1 i r r s , Nc w .1c r s c. y :

l' rt' nti c P-llall,

lnc.,

l<J7l),

p.

'.\.

;\

-
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selected dance skill scientifically.
investigator can determine,

it

Insofar as the

is the first

skill analysis

in dance to be based entirely upon cinematographic
r

t'

t e c h n i q 11 e s .

s t· a r c h

Among the more difficult dance skills to teach is
the

1,irouette, or turn on one leg, as performed

ballet.

in classica]

Pirouittes are used in classical dance with great

frequency and in a variety of ways.

Their significance may

be seen in .the different expressions which they are employed
to

porlray--hopelessness, ecstasy, confusion~ despair,

Pxcitement, and humor.
\ irtuosity,

When called upon to demonstrate

they can be nothing short of breathtakinti.

There is no assurance, even among the classically
trained,

that dancers can perform pirouettes equally well.

l n vi ew of

s u c h he t e r oge ne i t y

of

s t y 1e ,

a s we 1 l

as

t. h e

f r e-

quency with which the turns are utilized in choreography,
it

would appear necessary to contribute to the limited

literature which exists concerning the Leachjng of I.he
I> i r o u e L t e

e n dehor s .

pirouette

as

of skill

may

rerformed hy
be an

choreoqraphers

i

S

I. i C S

O

at.ion of
I

I'

,l C h

i

11 \]

in

f d a n Ce r
Ille
Ille I.

K i n f~ s i o l o g i c n l

S

O

_p_Lt·ouetle

h O d I.I I I l \l y .

aid

to bolh

irkntificalion

f di f f

ys i

s

o

r

L ll e

individuals of diCfer,~nL

important
tile

a na l

C' re n L

S

ki l ]

en dellors, ;ind

teachers and

of common

]

levels

e Ve

l

1n

1he

S ,

i

characlcrn

!. 11 (~

CV il ] 11 -

i111proV<!rllf'nl

ol"

-
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Statement of the Problem
The prt'St'nt investigation entailed an nnalysis of
rhararteristir likenesses and difference s between skilled,
semi-skilleJ, and non-skilled performanc e of the pirouette
en dehors as revealed through cinematography.

The study

e ntailed the filming of nine selected individuals, each
designated as skilled, semi-skilled, or non-skilled, who
r e sided in the l)allas-Fort Worth metropolitan area during
! he spring semester of the academic year of 1970-1971.
Definitions and/or Explanations of Terms
To c o ·11 tr i bu t e

problem,

Io

a

c 1 ea r

u n d er s tan d i n g

of

Lh c

the following definitions and / or explanations of

Lerms were established for use throughout the
Cinematographic:

study:

The investigator explains the

term cinematographic as that which is revealed

through

th e

study of motion picture films.
Skilled Performanc e :

In t his study,

skjlled per-

1·ormance characterized individuals who hnd p e rformed with
:1

professional or regionnl

o p i n io n o f

ballet comp3ny rind who,

s e 1 <' c Le d e x p e r I s ,

h ad

ma s t e r y o f

in

Ille

iii r o u e t t e s e n

dehors;
Semi-Skilled Pe rformance:
s ki l ll : d perfonn;inc<·
l"ormr : d

wilh

!hr•

ch ;1racl. c t· i;1,r~d

l l : X:1 s

In

thj s study,

se mi-

ind ividu ;1J s who h;id pl!t'-

Wo111;1n's· l i ni v f.'r s il y

,'d odl't"ll

ll ;1n< ·. 1·

-

(1

-

Group, who had several years of training in dance but no
form.11
who

instruction in ballet during the past ten years, and

lacked proficiency in the execution of pirouettes

en

dehors.
Non-Skilled Performance:
11 e r f o rm a n c e ch a r a c t e r i zed

furmal

In this study, non-skilled

i n di vi du a 1 s wh o had . no pre v i o u s

instruction in dance and who had completed three

weeks of instruction in ballet at the Texas Woman's University in Dent.on, Texas.
Pirouette:

In ballet, pirouette is a term used Lo

denote a turn on one leg. 1

In this study, the pirouette

selected for analysis was the pirouette en dehors from
fourth position de face.
Other Ballet Terms:
to

Other ballet terms necessary

the understanding of an analysis of the pirouette en

Jehors will be defined in a glossary on pages 94

to 98

in the Appendi~ of the study.
Purpose~ of the Study
The primary purpose of the study was to dPir'rminP,
through cinematography, similarities and djfferences amon\J
skilled,

semi-skilled, and non-skilled performancPs of th«'.

p,irouette en dehors.
1 An;ilolr'.
Jj;pJr; r:

Jl •

l<nr: ye I rJp1·d

7.:: /1 •

I\

Chujoy

i ;1

( Nr·w

secondary purpose

:ind I'.
Y() rk:

of'

the

W• ivl ;rn c It <, s 1 , , r , , , d s . , 'i' I11 ,
i 111 o n ;1 n d S ,. !i 11 s I ,, 1· , I q 1,, i ,

S

-
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investigation was to develop criteria, or characteristics
1)f

"good form" in a pirouette, which might be used by

tc'achcrs and performers in the ·evaluation of the technique.
Limitations of the Study
The present study was subject to the following
limitations:

(1)

filming of frontal and sagittal views only

of the pirouette en dehots,
(2)

as performed by each subject;

participation of nine subjects, thre<: from each of the
skilled,

following classifications:
skilled:

semi-skilled, and non-

the selected equipment used in the filming

(3)

and in the analysis of the film;

and (5) analysis of

tracings and point-and-line drawings of selected frames
from the films of each subject.
Summary
It is the responsibility of the dance educator to
aid students in the appreciation and understanding of the
human body and its capabilities.

Kinesiology has been

identified, along with psychology, history,

and social

anthropology, as one of the four academic areas which conI

r i bU t e

S

Ill O S

l'rl'St'nl-day
t

t

LO

Lh C

Un d C r

emphasis,

SI

and i n g

hoW!'V<'r,

in

Of

d a 11 Ce

s k i 11s

r a t hc r

than

:1

d

i

sc

i p1i

ne •

k.inesiolo(JY classes in

h t' p r o f e s s i o II a l p r <' p c1 r a L .i o n e u r r i cu l urn

a I ll 1 c t i c

a S

up o n dane e

I

s u I> o n a n a I y s i s u l'

ski l 1s .

11 ,, s ,, a r c l I

h :,

- e dance specialists is needed to provide classroom and Lextbook materials requisite to the kinesiological analysis of
dance

techniques:
The present investigation was concerned with

the

cinematographic analysis of characteristic likenesses and
differences between three different levels of skill in performance of the pirouette en dehors.

Nine selected indi-

viduals from the Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan area
p~rticipated in the study.

Limitations of the study were

presented in this chapter along with the specific definitions that were necessary for a compleLe understanding of
t. h e

i nve s t i ga t i on .

In Chapter JI of this thesis a review of related
literature will be presented.

CHAPTER l I
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
In this chapter, the review of related literature
will be presented under the following center headings:
Description of the Pirouette, Description of Other Motor
Skills,

Recent Cinematographic Studies, and Summary.

In

order to base the description of the pirouette upon best
present-day thinking with respect to "good" or "correct"
form,

it was necessary to supplement the brief descrip-

tions found in documentary sources with data collected
from experts through the interview technique.
Description of the Pirouette
Encyclopedias or dictionaries of dance terms and
writings of professional dancers, teachers,

and choreog-

raphers provide the source of available literature concerning ballet techniques.

·The information is limited to

a mention of pirouettes as performed in specific compositions or to.a brief "glossary" explanation of the skill.
The relatively small number of books in which the pirouette
is described in detail are written by professional persons
who attempt. to reve::il tht> "secret" of success
-

9 -

in exccul.ing

-

skill.1,2,~l,4

tht'

10 -

Unfortunately, most descriptive writjng

is ba::;ed upon personal observations and opinions and
L'

a mb i g u o u s ,

o II I a i n s

I 11
Lhe

I

he

de

SCr

correct

ipti

O 11

i n c omp l e t e ,
\\' h

i

Ch

f

O

1l

a n d m i s 1 e a d i n ~J

OWS ,

COn

fl i

C

Li

11 g

often

s I a t e mc n t s .

be l i e f

a b O it

S

I

performance of the pirouette en dehors are

evident.
In ballet, pirouette is a term used
turn on one leg.3

to denote a

In this study, the pirouette selected

for analysis was the pirouette en dehors from fourth

The phases comprising the execution of this

Lion de face.

kind of pirouette are:
and

(J)

posi-

the conclusion.

(1)

the preparation,

the

(2)

I.urn,

The followinu analysis of the

selected pirouette was obtained from selected ballet books
and personal

interviews with experls. 6

To assist

the

1 Joan Lawson, Classical Ballet:
Its Style and
Technique (London:
Adam r. Charles Black, 1960).

.~ 1 1 an

2 serge Lifar, Lifar on Classical
Wi n g a t e , Lt ct • , 195 1 ) . ,,,

Ballet

(London:

3Erik Bruhn and Lillian Moore, Bournonvillc and
l3allet Technique (New York:
The Macmillan Comp:-iny, 19(,1 l.
4 Agtippina Va9;:inova, Basi<.: l'rinciples of Classical
trans. by AnaLole Chujoy <4th ed.; Nr!W York:
llovr•r
l ' u b l i c a t i o n s , l n c . , ] () (> () ) •

Ballet,

t>i_ez IJam :1rofi', Victor "\lorcno,
p,'r:-:t)!Ji1l
ilt't't.'l'.11.,,•r,

i111en· it'IV .~ .

1n,o

;111d

ll::ll:is-Fot·f

l\}71

\Vorl.11

(;1•or(Je Shibinr•,
111cl.ropol i Inn ;1r1•;1,

-

11 -

non-dancer in understanding the description,

illustrations

of the phases of execution are presented.
ILLUSTRATION ·· 1
SAGITTAL VIEW OF PHASE I, 'i'HE PHEPAR.L\TION,
OF THE PIROUETTE EN DEHORS

In Phase I,
the feet
The

the preparation,

in fifth position and

the dancer begins with

the arms in firs!

position.

right leg is then extended to the right side, or Ll_a

seconde,

as depicted by the first figure in Illustration 1.

The arms

open to second position.

The ballet literature

does noL provide an analysis of these two movements since
the positions of the feet apd arms in ballet are rigidly
defined and are therefore readily understQod by the reader
who has dance background.
Most descriptions of the pirouette en dchors from
f' o u r L h

p o s i L i o n iJ e O i n t. h e

a n ;J 1 y s i s w i Lh

should

IJr:

noL1•d

described

in

1h1:

Ii1cr:1turr:

of

ou c

L L ,.

en d C! hors .

It.

I. h c

pi r

t.h;iL

1.hr:r,:

arc

two

r,:uardin\J
Uol.h

I. h e

l'ourlli

f o u r t. h p o s i

I

i on.

posilions

I.he· pr·<~p;1r;ilion phns,·

posilions

arc corn•cl

;incl

-
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are a matter of style taught by
ballet.

In ~he French and

knees are flexed

is

bent

po:--teriorly.

The

t l1

1'

leg

f r on t

in order
balanct~
It

l eg .
that

and

According

the torso

the

Hussian method,

(demi-pli0) and

the

back

torso and

body weight are

i s removed

weight

.L\ l 1

leg

noted

that figure

the

is exLendcd

forward

from . L he

over

rig h L l e \J

it may be lifted without d.isplacing
the

both

is erect

to

be placed upon

sho~ld be

schools of

Italian schools of ballet,

the demi-pli6 and

the knePs. 1

bt>tween
front

in

the different

the

leg.2

knee of the rotating

3 in Illustration 1 depicts

I

I

the

Russian

style as described above.

The head and

..L:u:J.:;:_ or
lf

squared

to

shoulders

of

the direction

the I' left
. . shoulder and arm are

the dancer
in which

should 1>1' de

Lhe

turn

pulled !JaGk 'so

will

that

end.

the

I

:--llnulders are

no

longer square with

the audience,

it

is

I

i

c () n s i d 1~ t· e d b a d
ln

the

t. cc h n i q II e .

final

part

3 in Illustration

figure
keeping

1 Li far,

of

1;

Lhe preparation,

depicted

hy

the dancer executes a deml-pli6

intact wiLh

the

floor.

U far on Classic a 1 Ba 11 et,

pp.

l 7 0- 7 2.

the heels of both

:1

3
~

feet

Tl!

j

s

( Lo nd o n :

:2Nadine Nicolaeva-1,aget, Preparation for Ballet
Ge r a 1 d ll u c k wo r t II r, C o m p n n y , L I d . , I l) '.i :3 ) , p p . :.n - 2 u .

Studio,

:1 Lez ll:irnaruft',
Denlon, Texas,
I

p e r son a l
Dc c e m b e r ,

i n t c r v i <' w,
! <)7 0 .

Lf'Z

ll;imarof'I'

demi-L)lie,
f t'

he 1p s

t ,

t'

:-irm is

used in relationship

t o c on t r o l

now in a

i n f r on t

c h l' s t

facing
an

when

t he

s pee d

to

t he

of

the

of

t he b o ct y w i th
The

position and

left

the

with

the

of

the

The

rig h

level

of

t he r i gh t

t he p a 1 m o f

arm is extended

level

action

t ur n .

semi-circular position at

the body.

open

13 -

to

Lhe

I

the
hand

side

in

shoulders.

ILLUSTHATION 2

Si\ G I rr ~
\ L V I E W O F l' ll AS E I I ,

rr,

Phase
initiated

by

off,

heels

both

or r i s e s
right

on

foot

a

THE

PifWUETTE

the

turn,

TH E T lJ HN,

depicted

in

Illustration'.!,

floor.

Jl r i o r

be

floor.

The

should

passe

oh
of

the
the

position.

the

literature with respect

and

rise.

1 1.,iwson, ~ s i c a l

Lo

left
There
the

l~allc:L,

0F

IJEHOHS

push-off from . the

the ha l f- toe
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experts consulted were in general agreement that balance
is a matter of coordination.

The body posture during th~

releve as well as the position of both
~rms ~ffect balance.

the chin and the

Moreno points out Lhat there is a

cou11ter-body balance also--the left side of the body forms
1 h t'

v t' r

t

i c a l a x i s a b o u t wh i c h

t he

r i gh L s i de

r o La t e s . I

~omentum is undisputably important in th e execution
The source of power for turning

of pirouettes.

uted to various factors.

is attrib-

Lifar states that the action of

.

)

the arms and the snapping of the head provide this force."Bruhn attributes this power to a good preparation (legs,
derriere,

and back held firm and a push-off from both feet
Grant, on the other hand,

and a snapping of the head.
contends that

the demi-pli& and arm movements supply the

necessary force to turn.3

Lawson submits that the subLlc

shoulder movement (pressure on the "pivot" shoulder)
directs the turn. ·4

The experts consulted agree that the

action of the head,

the arm§, or the push-off alone could

supply the energy for a turn.

They supported the ide~ that ·

2 Lifar, Lifar on Classical Ballet, p.

..,
c1

Grant, Technical Manual, p. 79.

41 ,awson,

Classical Bullet, p.

1G7 .
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all movements involved in the technique of a pirouette ure
integrated and coordirrated and cannot be thought of as

,1 ore no

separate actions.
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Description· of Other Motor Skills
The teacher must be able Lo describe and analyze a
technique accurately if he Js to instruct others

efficient and correct execution.

in

its

During the past decade,

aJ~ances in the scientific analysis of movement have led
to

the

conclusion that many descriptions of sports tech-

niques found in the literature are questionable.

McCloy

wrote as early as 1960:
Numerous books on track and field athletics, on
basketball, on baseball, and on other sports contain manv erroneous statements of fact.
If the
a t h 1 e t e s · w i s h i n g t o ma s t e r t h e s e s k i 1 1 s we r e t o
follow the directions given by the authors, often
mastery would be impossible because the directions
are incorrect. 1
.\I any o t he r
ported

rec o g n i zed au t h or i L i e s on mo t or s k i l l s ha v e s up-

McCloy's observation.

This problem of incorrect or

misleading descriptions does not appear to be confined
any particular level or type of motor development.

lo

Tn the

area of football, McCain discovered 348 pairs of conLradic.
1 1tera
.
t u~e.-?
Lory statements 1n.

erature, Ort •iz discovered

that

In the table tennis litthe authors disagreed witll

1 c. H. McCloy, "The Mechanical Analysis of Motor
Skills," in Science and Mcdit: ine of Exercise und Spor1s, ed.
li~·
\l.

Warn'n
,),).

H • . lollnson

•)

-11 a r
rrH•nl:1]
1.

i (J n '

O
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ld

or

{' 11 i \' (' r s i I y

(Nt'W

York:

llarper (,

Brol.h('l'S,

1()(,0),

C ii i 11 ' "TC C h n i q u L' s O r I·: X (' ,. u I i n (J F u n d ;1 Foolb;dl'' (unpublish,,(I l'h. ll. rlissr·1·1;i(J r·
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respect to the correct execution of the forehand counterdrivr• and

the forehand loop.l

In the tennis literature,

Gunderson found that the authors disagreed with respect
.

Lo

')

execution of the backhand drive.~

1 ht'

Descriptions of skill based upon subjective data
arc

most susceptible to error.

the

In this classification

are the writings of highly skilled and professional pera s we 1 l a s t e a c h e r s a n ct c o a c h e s .
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n ma d t'
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Unfortunately,

i v e wr i 1 i n g i s b a s e d up o n op i n i on a n d ob s er -

by

Newer

t h e·. h um a n

ey e • 3

kinesiology textbooks such as the one by

Logan and ~cKinney stress the development of Lwo compete

n c i e s w i t h · r e s p e c L t o a n a l y z i n g a n d · t <} a c h i n u mo v e mc n 1
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performance." 1
1 l' c· h n

.i q u e s ,

Co n c e r n i n g

L oga n

a nd

I.

he adv an t age s of

~I c K i n n e y

c i n e rn a t o \l r a p h i c

s1a t e :

-\n:1lyzing a performance _by means of film has a
d ~' c i d t' d a d v a n 1 a g e o v e r a n a 1 y s i s w i L h t. 11 e . ll n a i d e d
e~e.
For example, film can be Sllldied frame-~yt"rame on a stop-action projector.
This enables

1he physical educator to critically evaluale ever::
aspect of the performance which may not have heen
observed with lhe unaided eye during the actual
performance.
In addition, cinematographic techniques allow the physical educ~tor to make rela1 ively accurate measurements as well as velocity
of the body and its moving parts, directly from the
projected images.
Because of these advantages and
others, the use of cinematographic techniqufS is
l'Ssential in the teaching-coaching process. 2
The camera is capable of freezing
1

iunships which are too fleeting

'' Yf.'S

to be perceived by

of even the most astute observer.

information,

anatomical rela-

As a source of

cinematographic analysis is objective only
Despite these

when there are controls in the procedures.
controls,
10\Jraphy:

there are

two important limitations of cinema-

lhe analysis of the skill

(1)

th(' skill of tile performer and
mr'nsurements

tile accuracy of tile
speed

and accuracy of reference points or marks. :;

1 Lo9an

.

(2)
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is affecled by distortion, exceptional

of muveme·nts,
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t he Se
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followed

contributed
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Cureton
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or acknowledge photographic errors.
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he

y Si S
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While cine1natouraphy may

.

\' ,l

in

d

th<•n

a re :1

of

cinern:11sint:e

world

in

1939 ha .ve been centered around new and advanced equipm e nt
Among
rently

the

new dev.ices

heiny

used

by

for

studying movement

investigators

which

are cur-

are

the higher speeds in photography (thousands
and a million frames per second), the electronic
s t.rohoscope, the . light-tracin9 system rnoun!Pd on
the subject's limbs, force plates, telemetry, and

lcooper and

Glassow,

Kinesiology,

p.

lG.

2 Th om a s K i r k Cu re t o n , .J r • , "El e rn en t ·a r y I' r .i n c i p I (' s
Tri c l1 n .i q u e s o C Ci n em a t o g r a p h i c An a 1 y s i s a s i\ i d s i n
;\thlctic HesParch,_" f<esearch Quarterly, X (\'! ay, l(Ut)), :1- :_'I.
::i

n rJ

- 22 the electromyograph.
Computers are being used not
only to calculate relationships between numerical
measurements that are programmed for it, but Nelson
of Pennsylvania State University has developed a
device .that makes measurements directly from the
film and that will feed them directly to the
computer.I

Recent Cinematographic Research
A review of literature revealed that

no cinemat-

ographic research has been completed in which the ·performance of a dance technique has been analyzed kinesiologically.

Numerous studies, however, have been conducted

in which other patterns of movement have been studied

cinematographically.

The stadies presented in t~is

chapter were related to the present investigation with
respect to the method of obtaining data and the·me.thod
of analyzing data.
Conrad identified differences in body movement
patterns of skilled, semi-skilled, and non-skilled baseball batters.2
skill groups~

Five subjects comprised each of the three
The subjects were filmed with a Bolex Hl6

camera which was placed 86 feet 2. inches from the subjects
and at a right angle to the line from the pitcher's box to home
1 coopcr and

Glassow,

Kinesiology, p. 21.

::!Huth Conrad, "A Cinemato9raphical Analysis of the
\l;1_jor S1'quential MovemPnt l'alterns of Skilled, SerniSkillcd, and Non-Skilled Baseball Batters" (11npuhlished
I' ti . U . d i s s e r t a t i o n , Tc mp 1 c I i n i v r} r s i 1. y , ! f)(, :i ) .
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p 1 :1 t e • i The c l o th i n g of ea c 11
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with respect to frame-by-frame plottings of each runner's
foot beginning with the frame of initial contact and continuing until

the same foot left the ground.

Youle concluded that a·ctefinite relationship
c~isted between running speed and toe-heel action of
highly skilled women runners.

It was determined that in

longer-distance races the runner's pace <lecreases and the
initial contact with the ground is made 1·arlher hack on the
root.

Helton conducted a study to identify kinesiologi~
c al similarities and differences in the perfqrmance of
three-year-old children while walking sidewise to the left
and to the right on a low bal·ance beam. 1

Eight subjects

were selected to comprise each of two groups, designated
as either "bright" or "slow."

Each of the sixteen chil-

drcn was three years of age, had had no previous experience
011

a balance beam, and had been identified as either

" br i ght "

o r " s l o w" by t h e i r• p re s c h o o 1 t e a c h e r s .

The suh-

jects were filmed with a sixteen millimeter Bell and Howell
70HR

camera.

Tri-X Reversal

Kodak Black and White, double perforated,
Film was used in the camera.

l s a n d r a Se em n n ll e l t o n , " A C i n e rn a I. o \l r ;1 p t1 i c /\ n ;i l y s i s
of J',:rforrnnncc
!'r,:school Children in Sid<·wis1· W;ilkin(J
on ;J l.r,w Ila lance P.r:am" (unpuh!j sh<.' d M. /\. lh,:sis, T,• x ;1s
Wom ;J n ' s U n i v <.~ r s i I. y , I r; 7 l J •

or

-
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Tracings of the upper body from every eighth frame
\1ert' made
J

from the beginning of the first step,

i rec t i on s ,

to the comp 1 et i on of the wa 1 k .

in both

Point-and-line

drawings of the foot, knee, a~d head were also made from
every eighth frame.
Helton concluded that there was a difference in
the

ability to move equally well to the left and to the

right for all children.
Lhe

All oft.he subjects involved in

study were able to stay on the balance beam longer

while moving to the right than while moving in the opposite
direction.
Zimmerman undertook a study to ascertain characteristic likenesses and differences between ten skilled
and ten non-skilled performers of the standing broad j ump. 1
The movement of the center of gravity, the extent of lever
act .ion in each of the phases of movement, and the movement
as a whole were measured.

The film was viewed by means of

a Recordak machine.
Zimmerman made the following conclusions with
respect

to characteristic likenesses and differences of

skilled ana non-skilled performances of the standing broad

1 H e 1 e 'n M• Z i mm e r ma n ,

" Ch a r a c t e r i s t i c L j k e n e s s e s
re 11 c e s ·Bet wee 11 S k i 1 1 e d a 11 d No n - Sk i l 1 e d l' r: r f o r ma n c c s
of Standing Broad .Jump," _Hesearch Quarterly, XXVTI
(()ct<,bf~r, 19:'i<1) , :3'.i'.!-62.
;:i

n d IJ i f f e

jump.
t

t'

The likPnesses were:

26 (1) the general movement pat-

r n s of t he j tt mp were a 1 i k e ; ( 2 ) in more than f i ft y per

rent of the performances of each group the arms moved in
a downward direction and then upward;

(3) the application

of force for the take-off consumed over half the time for
t h e 1,· ho 1 e j ump for both groups ; an ct ( 4) for both groups,
the third phase was the shortest.

The differences were:

l ll the skilled group used greater amounts of ankle flexion
and of hip, knee, and ankle extension before
the non-skilled group;

take-off than

(2) knee e\'.tension for the skilled

group occurred during a shorter percentage of Phase 1
than for the non-skilled group;

(3) the skilled group

employed a greater amount of hip and knee flexion as
legs were drawn up . tinder the body in Phase II than
non-skilled group;

the

the

(4) the skilled group used a greater

percentage of Phase II in flexing the hips and ankles Lhan
the non-skilled group;

(5) the skilled group revealed

smaller angles of take-off and landing than the non-skilled
group;

(6) during descent,

the skilled group employed

greater amounts of hip and ankle flexion and of knee
extension· than the non-skilled group; and (7) the skilled
group had greater extent
Lhe non-skilled group.

of movement in arm movements than

-
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Summary
The pirouette selected for analysis in this study
was the pirouette en dehors from fourth position de face.
The three phases comprising the execution of this technique
are

(1)

s ion.

the preparation,

(2)

the turn, and

(3)

the conclu-

The available literature concerning this kind of

pirouette is incomplete and often contains misleading,
ambiguous, and conflicting statements.
The problem of incorrect or misleading descriptions
is not confined to any particular level or type of motor
Unfortunately, most descriptions of skill

development.

are based upon personal opinions and observations made by
the unaided eye.

Discrepancies in the literature have

been pointed out by several recognized authorities on
motor skills.
The advantages of cinematographic techniques as a
tool for analyzing and teaching movement are emphasized
by

newer kinesiology textbooks.

The camera is capable of

capturing relationships too fleeting for the _human eye.
Controls -in the procedures permit cinematographic analysis
to be objective.
Cinematographic analysis was employed in the area
. of physical

education as early as 1939.

Subsequent

-
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developments in cinematographic techniques have been
centered around new devices for studying movement.
A review of literature revealed that

no cinemat-

ographic research has been conducted in which a dance
technique has been analyzed kinesiologically.

Numerous

cinematographic studies have been undertaken recently in
which other patterns of movement have been examined.
In Chapter III of this thesis, the investigator
will give a detailed a~count of the procedures involved
in the development of the study.

CHAPTER I I I
PROCEDURES FOLLOWED IN THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE STUDY
In this chapter, the procedures which were followed
in the development of the study will be described under the
following center headings:

Selection and Description of the

Skill to be Analyzed, Selection of the Subjects, Procedures
Followed in Filming the Skill, Procedures Followed in
~nalyzing the Skill, Procedures Followed in the Preparation
of the Report of the Study, and Summary!
Selection and Description of the
Skill to be Analyzed
The pirouette en dehors was selected as the skill to
be analyzed in this study because of the great frequency
with which it is used by choreographers of both ballet and
modern dance compositions.
trained,

Even among the classically

not all dancers can turn equally well and little

information is available in writing to assist the performer
in improving her technique and the teacher in presenting
the pirouette en dehors to beginning students of dance.
Prior to the selection of the subjects and the
J0vclopment

or

the research Jesign, it was necessary Lo

-
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prepare a detailed description of the pirouette en dehors
and to identify the phases comprising the execution of this
technique which should be analyzed.

A documentary analysis

of all available books and articles on ballet resulted in
such limited information about the pirouette that three
experts were selected to provide furllier information with
r0spect to "good form" in performing the pirouette en dehors.
The criteria used in the selection of these experts
were

residency in the Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan

(1)

area,

(2)

twenty-five or more ye~rs of experience as a

professional dancer and / or choreographer, and

(~1)

director

ot' a ballet company or other related administrative experie nce.

Lez Damaroff (Ashton), Victor Moreno, and George

Skibine served as the panel of experts.

A vita of each of

these men may be found on pages 101-105 in the Appendix of
this thesis.
The investigator met individually with these
l'

xpe r

t

s on nu me r o u s o cc a s i on s .

Specific questions were

asked about the correct performance of the pirouette en

dehors,

and the answers were tape recorded and later tran-

scribed.

The busy and conflicting sch_edules of the men

n e c es s i L·a Led meet i n g each one ind iv i ct u a 1 1 y throughout the
months of f)ecember 1970 and 1971
f e rences.

for numerous brief con-

The expert. s assist.cd al .s o in c•sl.ahlishin\J

-
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criteria for the evaluation of performance of the pirouette
en dehors.
to

They participated in the selection of subjects

be filmed in the study.
Selection of the Subjects
The subjects in the study were nine selected indi-

viduals residing in the Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan area
during the spring semester of the academic year of 19701971.

Criteria were established for the selection of sub-

jects by

the investigator in conjunction with the three

selected experts.
The three subjects comprising the non-skilled group
were members of a beginning ballet class at the Texas
Woman's University who

(1)

had received no formal training

in dance prior to their enrollment in the beginning balle1.
class and (2) had completed approximately three weeks of
instruction in the ballet class.

The semi-skilled group

was comprised of three subjects selected in accordance with
the following criteria:
training in dance,

(1)

had completed several years of

(2) had received no formal training in

ballet during the pa.st ten years, and (3) were members of
the Texas Woman's University Performing Modern Oance Group.
The three subjects included in the skilled uroup were members of the Fort Worth Ballet Company and were,

in the

opinion of selected experts, among the bet.Ler turners of

-

the Company.
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A brief resume of the three skilled subjects

1s included on pages

99-101

in the Appendix of this thesis.

The performance of the three skilled dancers met
tht'

following criteria which had been established by the

experts as characteristic of "good form" in a pirouette en
dchors:
1.

The shoulders should be squared to the direction in
which the turn will end during Phase I,

~-

The left shoulder and arm should not be carried toward
the back of the body during Phase l,

3.

the preparation.

the preparation.

There should be a demi-pl.ie during Phase I,

the

preparation.
I.

The releve onto half or full pointe should be on to a
straight supporting leg during Phase II,

the turn.

~-

The body should be vertical during Phase II,

b.

The left arm should be brought to the right arm at

the turn.
the

same time the push-off is executed at the initiation of
Phase TI,
7.

the turn,

The head (eyes)

should

focus and maintain a "spot."

during Phase II, the turn.
8.

The left part of the body should stay in place while
the right part of the body revolves during Phase II,
the turn.

-
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Procedures Followed in Filming the Skill
A sixteen millimeter Bell and Howell HR 70 movie

camera was selected for use in filming since the image
11 r od11ced is larger and provides greater detail than does
The camera was powered by a

an e ight millimeter camera.

handwound clock-work motor which drove nineteen feet of
s ixte e n millimeter film through the camera at one winding.
Kodak Black and White Tri-X Reversal Film which was
pe rforated on both edges was used in the camera.

This type

is a high speed film intended for use under conditions of
low level illumination which also provides little danger
of serious underexposure.

The film was taken at a speed of

sjxty-four frames per second which was the most rapid speed
at

which the camera would operate.

Each roll of film con-

si s ted of 100 feet and was purchased at the price of $4.25
a roll.

The film was developed by Producer Services,

Incorporated,

in Dallas, Texas, because of the one-day

se rvice which they provided.
The subj"ects comprising the skilled group were
filmed

in Building Three of the Ballet Division at the

Texas Christian University in Fort Worth, Texas.

This site

was selected because the conflicting time schedules of the
r e spective subjects precluded their travoling to llenton,
Tc,xas,

for the filming period.

The remaininu six suh,iecl s

-

i n t h t'
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s t u d y we r e f i 1 me d i n S t: u ct i o 2 0 o f t h e C o 1 l e g e o f

Health, Physical Education, and Recreation at
\I° tl ma
~

i

1 t'

a nd

11 '

s

1,· a

Un i v er s i t y

in

I) e n t on,

s b a s e d up o n t he

Tex a s •

ne e d f or

Lile

Texas

Selection of this

a n ade qua t e

f 1oo r

s u r fa c e

a p p t· o p r i a t e s i z e f o r f i 1 mi n g •
A black cloth curtain served as the

background.

Illumination was provided by standard classroom lighting
and two portable flood lights situated at forty-five degree
anules on either side and in front of the subjects being
filmed.
feet

The flood lights were placed approximately seven

from the subjects and raised to a height of approxi-

mately five feet.
1,·

o r t'

To provide better contrast,

wh i L e d a n c e l e o t a rd s a n d d a n c e t i g h t s •

anatomical

the

subjecLs

Th e f o 1 1 o w i n n

reference points were marked with black tape:

acromion processes, olecranon process of the left arm,
left wrist, distal phalanx of the third metacarpal of the
left hand,

iliac crests, umbilicus, upper portion of the

lumbar curve, patella of the left leg, and the point parallel to the patella on the lateral aspect of the left leg.
Each subject was photographed from the frontal and
sagittal views with a normal lens.

The camera rested on a

tripod at a distance of ten feet from the subject;
tripod was raised to a height of five feet.
of the

lens was opened Lo an F stop of 1.6.

the

The aperature

- 35 -

Each subject performed three pirouettes en dehors
from fourth position in each of the two views.

An electric

clock and a yardstick were included in the viewing area and
were placed in the plane of the subject.
Procedures Followed
the Skill

in Analyzing

The films were initially projected for quick viewing
using a sixteen millimeter projector.

The film was then

viewed frame by frame by means of a Dagmar Super Microfilm
reader and the best frontal and sagittal view of each
subject was selected for analysis.

Tracings of the entire

body were made of nine selected frames of the frontal
view and ten selected frames of the sagittal view of

pirouettes en dehors.

Elapsed time between the selected

frames was determined as follows:
frame and the ending frame,

between the beginning

between the beginning frame and

the frame in which the right leg was extended to the side,
between the frame in which the right leg was extended to
the side and the frame in which the leg was extended to the
back,

between the frame in which the right leg was extended

to the back and the frame which depicted the deepest point
of ,p_Li_,e., between the deepest point of

.P..l.U.

and the quarter

turn, between the quarter turn and the half turn,

between

the half turn and the three-quarter turn, between the

-
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tl1ree-quarter turn and the frame which depicted the descension of the right leg, between the descension of the right
leg

and the frame which depicted the right foot contacting

the floor,

and between the right foot contacting the floor

and the termination of the technique.

The time in seconds

which had elapsed between frames was then converted to
pe rcentages.

The tracings of the selected frames were then

plotted along a horizontal axis in accordance with the
percentage of total amount of time required to execute a
complete

pirouette.

Similarities and differences among

tl1e performers of different skill

levels were determined

from the analysis of the tracings of each subject and
described in the Findings Chapter under the following
center headings:

Phase I,

the Preparation; Phase II,

the

Turn; and Phase III, the Conclusion.
Point-and-line drawings were made of the movements
of the ankle of the supporting leg and the ear or nose-the latter reference point determined by the observable
anatomy in the selected frames--during nine selected frames
of the frontal view and ten selected frames of the
sagittal view of the

pirouette en dehors.

These point-

and-line drawings were used to analyze the movement of
the supporting leg and to determine the periods of
greatest utilization of floor space.

Similarities and

-
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differences among the performers of different skill levels
were identified with respect to movement of the supporting
leg and periods of greatest utilization of floor space.
Procedures Followed in the Preparation
of the Report of the Study
In order to analyze the filmed data,

the investi-

gator organized and presented the data in appropriate
Tracings and drawings were made from Lhe

i I lust rations.

filmed data and then reduced in size in order to present
three subjects on one page.

The illustrations were reduced

~rnd prepared by Terrill Wheeler Pt'inting Company of Denton,
Texas,

by means of the following procedures:

film negative

red~ctions were made of the original tracings made by the
investigator;

a positive was made from that negative;

the

positive was cut and pasted into position on poster paper;
a second negative was made;
from the negative.

and a final positive was made

The total cost of reproduction was

Copies of the illustrations for Lh~ st.udy were
offset from

the final positive.

One set of illustrations

consisted of nine pages--Lhree pages of point-and-line
drawings, one for each skill group, and six pages of
tracings, one page each of the sagittal ~nd frontal views
for each skill group.
T h ,: d a t.
d r a wn

ba sed

iJ

we r c

u p o n I. h c

s u mm a r

i zed ,

p u r p o s <) s o 1·

and
I Ii <:

c onc I u s

a

s I.

11

dy •

i o n wa s

The

r<~porl

of

-
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tilt' st1tdy as a whole was written,

and recommendations for

t'11rtller studies were made • . A classified bibliography and
Jppendices were included

to complete the writ Len report.
Summary

this chapter,

In

development
headings:

the procedures followed

of the study were described under

in

the following

Selection and Description of the Skill

Analyzed,

the

to he

Selection of the Subjects, Procedures Followed

in Filming the Skill, Procedures Followed in ~nalyzing the
Skill,
the

of

Procedures Followed in the Presentation of the Report
Study,

and Summary.

The dance skill
1, :i

s

t

p i r ou e t t

he

e

selected for analysis

three phases comprising

are

(1)

the preparation,

the execution of this technique

(2)

the turn,

and (3)

the conclu-

The pirouettes filmed were analyzed with

both total

performance and the three individual

The nine subjects involved in
selected

this study

e n de h o r s f r om f o u rt h po s i t i o n d e fa c e .

rile

sion.

in

respect to
phases.

this study were

individuals residing in the Dallas-Fort Worth

metropolitan area during the

1071 academic year.
f o 1 1 ow i n g groups :

spring semester of

the

1970-

Three subjects comprised each of the
non-skilled,

Criteria wer e established for

semi-skilled,

the

and

skilled.

selection of subjects by

the investigator in conjunction with selected experLs.

- 39 These criteria included eight statements about "good form"
in the pirouette en dehors which were established by the
three experts for use in the selection of the skilled suh_jects.
A sixteen millimeter Bell and Howell HR 70 movie

camera was used with Kodak Black and White Tri-X Reversal
Fi l m.

The speed at which the film was taken was sixty-four

frames per second.
The subjects were filmed in dance studios.

A black

cloth curtain served as background for the filming.

Illu-

mination was provided by standard classroom lighting and
two portable flood lights.
l e otards and tights;

The subjects wore white dance

selected anatomical reference points

we re marked with black tape.
Each subject was photographed from the frontal and
sagiLtal views while performing three pirouettes en dehors
from fourth position.

An electric clock served as a timing

device and a yardstick was used as the known measurement.
The film was viewed by means of a Dagmar Super
~icrofilm reader.

Tracings of the total body were made

from selected frames of the film of each subject.
;:ind-line drawings were constructed and analyzed
f u r 1, h r: r
_j r~ ct. s.

s i m i l a r i t i e s a n d d i f f c re n c e s o

r

t.

h <!

Point-

to determine

s e l er: Led

s II h-

- 40 The following procedures were adhered to in presenting the final written report of the study:
()i

. l~)

(1) report

the findings through illustrations and narrative;
preparation of a written report of the study;

(3) rec-

ommendations for further studies; and (4) preparation of a
bibliography and appendices.
In Chapter IV of this thesis, the investigator
will present the findings of the study.

CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS
In this chapter of the thesis,

the investigator will

present the results of the analysis of skilled,

semi-skilled,

and non-skilled performances of a single pirouette en dehors.
Each subject was photographed in the frontal

and sagittal

views using a sixteen millimeter camera set at sixty-four
frames per second.

The illustrations presented in this

chapter are based either upon tracings of the entire body
or point-and-line drawings of the movements of the ankle of
the supporting leg and ear or nose--the latter reference
point determined by the observable anatomy in the selected
frames--during nine selected frames of the frontal view and
ten selected frames of the sagittal view of the pirouette
en ctehors.
The findings were organized under the following
center headings in accordance with the phases of execution
of the pirouette

en

dehors:

Phase I, the Preparation;

Phase II, the Turn; Phase III, the Conclusion;

and Movement

of the Supporting Leg.

7, 8, and 9

Illustrations 4, 5, 6,

apply to the analysis of the three phases comprising the
pirouette and illustrations 10, 11, and 12 apply to the
-
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analysis of the movement of the supporting leg.

The

pirouettes filmed for the study were analyzed with respect
t0

characteristic likenesses and differences among skilled,

s e mi-skilled, and non-skilled performances of the technique.
Each paragraph of analysis begins with a brief statement
about correct technique from either the experts 1 used in
this study or the literature in order to provide the reader
with a criterion for comparing the performances representative of three skill levels.
Phaser, the Preparation
The pirouette en dehors from fourth position fil.
~ , w.hen performed as a technique, is begun with the feet
in fifth position and the arms in first position.

A study

of figure l of Illustrations 5, 7, and 9 reveals that seven
of the nine subjects initiated the preparation in fifth
'position.

The two exceptions, non-skilled subjects A and

c, did not bring the feet to a closed position but assumed
an open stance.

The three skilled subjects placed their

arms in first position while the six semi-skilled and nonskilled subjects placed their arms down by their sides.
of the nine subjects initiated the preparation with their
lLez Oamaroff, Victor Moreno, and George Skibine,
personal interviews, Vallas-Fort Worth metropolitan area,
De cember, 1970 and 1971.

All
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shoulders squared to the direction in which the turn would
e

11 d

.

From fifth position, the right leg is then extended
on the floor to the right side.

In classical ballet, this

movement is termed battement tendµ~ la seconde.

The

weight of the body should be over a straight supporting
leg.

The hips must remain parallel during the execution

of this movement.

A study of figure 1 of the sagittal view

and figure 2 of the frontal view (the battement tendu
position) of Illustrations 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 reveals
that all three skilled subjects and semi-skilled subject C
extended their right legs~

la seconde; semi-skilled sub-

jects A and Band non-skilled subjects A and B carried the
right legs to second position but had bent knees and relaxed
feet;

non-skilled subject C brought the right leg between

second position and the extended position but had a bent
knee and placed the ball of the foot on the floor.

The

skilled subjects, semi-skilled subjects A and C, and nonskilled subjects A and B maintained straight supporting
legs while semi-skilled subject Band non-skilled subject
Chad bent left legs.

The skilled subjects and semi-skilled

and non-skilled subjects A carried their body weight over
the left or supporting legs and maintained even hips.
con t, r a s L,

In

semi - ski 1 l ,: d subj e ct s B and C transferred their

-
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body weight over their right legs and lifted the left side
of the pelvis so that it was higher than the right side;
for non-skilled subjects Band C the right side of the
pelvis was higher than the left side.
In the same movement, that of the battement tendµ,
the arms should open to second position--placed to the
sides on a level with the diaphragm.

All of the nine sub-

jects placed their arms in second position but at different
heights.

The arms of the skilled subjects were more par-

allel to the floor than those of the other two skill groups.
Skilled subject C placed her arms directly to the side and
brought the hands more in front of the body than did the
other subjects.
In the movement which follows that of the battement

tendu, the right leg is carried behind the body to fourth
position in preparation for the Jl.l.ij,.

Neither the experts

consulted in this study nor the literature described this
position.

This may be attributed to the fact that the posi-

tion is assumed too fleetingly to be observed by the unaided
eye.

In figure 2 of the sagittal view and figure 3 of the

frontal view of Illustrations 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 all of
the nine subjects had placed their right legs in a more
posterior position than

a la

seconde.

All of the subjects

had also begun to plie the left legs by the time the right

-
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legs had reached their extended positions.

As revealed by

figure 2 of Illustrations 4, 6, and 8, the six skilled and
semi-skilled subjects and non-skilled subject B crossed
the legs to the extent that the heels of the right feet
were blocked from view by the left legs.

Non-skilled sub~

ject A placed the right leg in a position in which the
heel of the same foot was visible on the lateral side of
the left leg:

non-skilled subject C brought the right leg

to a posterior position in which the heel of the same foot
was visible on the medial side of the left leg.
Although the literature and experts did not describe
this movement,

they did emphasize that at no time during

the execution of the
rotate;

pirouette should the hips or shoulders

they must always remain squared to the audience or

to the direction in which the turn is to end.

Skilled

subjects Band C and the three semi-skilled subjects held
their right arms parallel to the floor and~ la seconde but
rotated the shoulders to the left to the extent that the
right arms were straight ahead in the direction in which
the turn would end; skilled subject A and non-skilled subject

c

brought their right arms in a curved position to the

center of the body at chest level;

non-skilled subjects A

and B brought their right arms to the right front diagonal
and at a forty-five degree angle from the hips.

The
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during the preparation.
In the final phase of the preparation,
executes a

demi-plie.

the dancer

The dancer bends the knees over the

feet as far as possible without lifting the heels of the
feet from the floor.
the

This

demi-plie,

in preparation for

pirouette, may be executed with both knees flexed, the

torso erect, and the body weight between the knees, according to the French and Italian schools, or with the front
leg bent, the back leg extended, and the torso and body
weight forward over the front leg, according to the Russian
school.

The left arm should be extended to second position

and the right arm should be in first position.
In the frame which depicts the demi-plie--figure 3
of the sagittal view and figure 4 of the frontal view of
Illustrations 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9--all of the nine subjects
bent their knees and kept the heels of the feet intact with
the floor.

c,

Skilled subject C, semi-skilled subjects A and

and non-skilled subjects Band C executed the movement

according to the French and Italian schools;

skilled sub-

jects A and B, semi-skilled subject B, and non-skilled subject A executed the movement according to the Russian
school.

Skilled subjects Band C, the semi-skilled group,

and non-skilled subjects A and C rotated the torso so that
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the shoulders and left arms were no longer square with the
audience.

The arms of skilled subject A and non-skilled

subject B remained in the correct (second) position.

With

respect to the position of the right arms, skilled subject A,

semi-skilled subjects A and B, and non-skilled

subject C crossed their arms beyond the center of the
chest; skilled subject Band semi-skilled subject C curved
their arms in front of their chests; skilled subject C
left her arm in second position; non-skilled subject A
pLiced her arm in front of the left hip; and non-skilled
subject B carried her arm to the right front diagonal at
chest level but rotated her hips and shoulders to the right.
The skilled and semi-skilled subjects and nonskilled subject B maintained eye-focus straight ahead or
in the direction in which the turn was to end.

Non-skilled

subjects A and C did not maintain correct eye-focus.

This

was observed in the films made of the sagittal view; focus
was re-established by the conclusion of Phase I.

The same

two subjects laterally flexed their heads toward the left
shoulder.

This was corrected also by the conclusion of

Phase I.
The preparation for the pirouette constituted less
than fifty per cent of the total amount of time required by
eight of the nine subjects to execute a single pirouette.

- 54 sole exception was in the non-skilled subject, sub-

The

.i

C.

('Ct

for

th<•

The skilled subjects took less preparation time
pirouette than either the semi-skilled or non-

skilled group.
Subjects in the skilled group were relatively alike
and consistent throughout Phase I in both views analyzed
with respect to percentage of total time taken to place the
right

leg in a posterior position.

In the sagittal view,

11 to 17 per cent of the total performance time was used;
in

the frontal view, skilled subjects A and C used ,approxi-

mately 30 per cent while skilled subject Bused 20 per cent
of

the total time.

Subjects in the semi-skilled group were

inconsistent and differed with respect to the above, using
15 to 30 per cent of the total performance time for this
phase of the movement.

Subjects in the non-skilled group

allowed between 31 and 38 per cent during the sagittal view
and between 23 and 48 per cent during the frontal view.
Kinesiological similarities and differences between
skilled,

semi-s~illed, and non-skilled performances in this

study in regard to the preparation phase of execution of the

~irouette en dehors from fourth position were:

(1) subjects

within their respective skill group were more similar than
different with respect to the movements used in the execution of Phase

r,

(2) skilled, semi-skilled, and non-skilled

- 55 performances were relatively alike with respect to the
.

criteria established by the experts for Phase I,
tile

1

.

and (3)

skilled group executed Phase I in a smaller percentage

of total performance time than did the two other skill
groups.

Phase II, the Turn
A further study of Illustrations 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
and o reveals likenesses and differences which occurred in
Phnse II of the
the

pirouette.

Both the experts consulted and

literature describe the "correct" position the dancer

should assume once the
established.

passe position for the turn has been

The experts are unable, however, with the

unaided eye, to describe what transpires between the pushoff from the floor, which initiates the turn, and the
moment when the

passe position has been established.

In figure 4 of the sagittal view and figure 5 of
the

frontal view which depict a quarter revolution, all

subjects had assumed a position in which the weight of the
body was upon the ball of the foot of the supporting or
left leg.

Skilled subject B,

semi-skilled subjects A and B,

and non-skilled subjects A and B had erect torsos.

1 Lez Damaroff,

In

Victor Moreno, and George Skibine,
interviews, f)allas-Fort Worth metropolitan area,
December, 1970 and 1971.

personal
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skilled subjects A and C and semi-skilled and non-

skilled subjects Cleaned the torso forward at this point.
Ei·ght of the nine subjects had lifted their right
feet

from the floor.

subject B.
C,

The sole exception was semi-skilled

The skilled group,

semi-skilled subjects A and

and non-skilled subject A maintained extended spinal

columns while semi-skilled subject Band non-skilled subjects Band C raised their right hips as their right feet
were lifted from the floor.
body is one of extension.

The correct position of the
Specifically, the spinal column

should be extended with no anterior tilt or lateral rotaLion of the pelvis.
According to the experts consulted and the literature, the left arm should be brought to the right arm,
wl1ich should be in first position, as the dancer lifts to
half-toe.

It is interest1ng to note that of the seven

subjects who executed the

ctemi-pli& in Phase I with the

above described arms--skilled subjects A and B, the semiskilled subjects, and non-skilled subjects A and C--five of
the seven had opened their right arms by the quarter turn
position.

Skilled subjects A and B, semi-skilled subject A,

and non-skilled subjects A and C opened their right arms
whil~ semi-skilled subjects Band Cleft their right arms
in first position.

Both skilled subject C and non-skilled
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subject B had their arms open to second position during the

demi-~lie in Phase I and had begun to close them by the
quarter turn position.

With respect to the level of the

arms, skilled subject A and semi-skilled subject B held
their arms parallel to the floor;

c,

skilled subjects Band

semi-skilled subjects A and C, and non-skilled subjects A
and C raised either their right or left arms; non-skilled
subject B kept both arms bent at the elbows and close to
the body.
The correct "spot" at this point should be to the
direction in which the turn is to end.
semi-skilled subjects A and

c,

The skilled group,

and non-skilled subject C

maintained eye-focus in the direction in which the turn
ended.

Semi-skilled subject Band non-skilled subjects A

and B focused in the direction in which their _bodies faced.
Figure 5 of the sagittal view and figure 6 of the
frontal view of Illustrations 4, 5, 6, 7,. 8, and 9 depict
the position of the one-half turn.

The dancer should be

in a vertical position with a straight supporting leg.
foot of the right leg, which is in

passe

The

position, should

be close to the left knee; the hip of the right leg should
be turned out so that the knee is pointing to the right
side of the body.

Seven of the nine subjects maintained a

straight leg in this position.

Non-skilled subjects Band

C were

the two exceptions.

the right

foot,
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With respect to the position of

skilled subjects A and C and semi-skilled

subjects A and C brought their feet to the height of the
left knee;

their feet were partially visible on the lateral

side of the left leg.

Skilled subject Band non-skilled

s u b j e c t s A a n d C brought the i r feet ha 1 f way be tween the
left knees and ankles; semi-skilled subject Band non-skilled
subject B raised their right heels to the level of the left
Figure 6 of Illustrations 5, 7, and 9 revealed

ankles.

that in eight of the subjects the right feet were not
touching the left knees.
t

ion in this instance.

subjects,

Skilled subject B was the excepAll of the skilled and semi-skilled

with the exception of B, achieved a forty-five

degree angle turn-out from the hips; the remaining semiskilled subject Band three non-skilled subjects pointed
their knees in the direction in which their bodies faced.
The arms should remain, throughout the turn,
slightly at

the center of the chest.

rounded

The skilled subjects

and semi-skilled subject C brought their arms toward the
center of the chest.

Non-skilled subject A brought her

arms together at a point below the umbilicus.

Semi-ski! led

subject A and non-skilled subject C left their arms open to
both diagonals while semi-skilled subject Band non-skilled
subject B brought

their right arms to the chest and allowed

their opposite arms to remain to the sides.
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the two exceptions.

the right foot,

With respect to the position of

skilled subjects A and C and semi-skilled

subjects A and C brought their feet to the height of the
left

knee;

their feet were partially visible on the lateral

side of the left leg.

Skilled subject Band non-skilled

subjects A and C brought their feet halfway between the
left knees and ankles; semi-skilled subject Band non-skilled
subject Braised their right heels to the level of the left
ankles.

Figure 6 of Illustrations S, 7, and 9 revealed

that in eight of the subjects the right feet were not
touching the left knees.
tion in this instance.

Skilled subject B was the excepAll of the skilled and semi-skilled

subjects, with the exception of B, achieved a forty-five
degree angle turn-out from the hips; the remaining semiskilled subject Band three non-skilled subjects pointed
their knees in the direction in which their bodies faced.
The arms should remain, throughout the turn,
slightly at the center of the chest.

rounded

The skilled subjects

and semi-skilled subject C brought their arms toward the
center of the chest.

Non-skilled subject A brought her

arms together at a point below the umbilicus.

Semi-skilled

subject A and non-skilled subject Cleft their arms open to
both diagonals while semi-skilled subject Band non-skilled
subject B brought their right arms to the chest and allowed
their opposite arms to remain to the sides.
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In the three-quarter turn position--figure 6 of the
sagittal view and figure 7 of the frontal view of Illustrations 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9--the body should be in the same
position as. in the one-half position,

Semi-skilled subjects

U and C and all three non-skilled subjects did not maintain
straight legs at this point as did the skilled performers

.

and semi-skilled subject A.
Lawson maintains that in the

passe position of

balance the body should be centered over the supporting
1 e g. 1

Semi-skilled subject Chad begun to lose her balance

and was leaning backward,

The "controversy" in the litera-

ture regarding whether the torso should be centered over
the supporting leg2 or leaned forward over the leg 3 may
well be the result of confusing verbiage used by the
authors.

It may be possible that when the dancer is ex-

tended vertically, contracted in the abdomen, and expanded
in the chest, that this position creates an illusion of a
forward lean of the torso.
In regard to the position of the right foot,

the

skilled subjects maintained their right feet at their left
knees,

In contrast, semi-skilled subject A and non-skilled
1 Lawson, Classical Ballet, p. 56.

3 Grant, Technical Manual, p. 79.
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subject A had their right feet below the left knees; semiskilled and non-skilled subjects B touched the floor with
their right feet; and semi-skilled and non-skilled subjects
C had begun to carry their right feet behind their left
legs and toward the floor.
The skilled subjects had their arms together at the
center of the chest while the remaining six subjects had
opened their arms.
skilled

c,

Two subjects, semi-skilled and non-

opened their arms to the sides with bent elbows

pointing to the floor and hands reaching upwards.
In correct "spotting," the dancer should re-estab1 i sh f o cu s a s soon a s po s s i b I e.

The ski 11 e d subj e ct s had

focused on their original "spots" at this point in both
performances.

Semi-skilled subjects A and C and non-skilled

subject B focused on their "spots"
only.

during the frontal view

The remaining subjects had not re-established focus.
Figure 7 of the sagittal view and figure 8 of the

frontal view of Illustrations 4, S, 6, 7, 8, and 9 depict
the completion of one revolution.

The literature instructs

the dancer, at the completion of one revolution, to bring
the right foot from

passe position to fourth position.

Because the movements are too fleeting for the human eye,
there is no existing description of when or how this happens
or precisely what takes place when the dancer is facing the
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direction in which the turn began or at the completion of
one revolution.

Analysis of the film reveals the following

sequence.
The skilled subjects had taken their right feet from
their left knees and were placing them behind their left
knees.

In contrast, the semi-skilled and non-skilled sub-

jects had all contacted the floor with their right feet at
this moment.
The torso should be extended without lateral flexion
or rotation of the spine as throughout the pirouette.
Skilled subjects A and C and semi-skilled and non-skilled
subjects A and B maintained their vertical extension.

One

exception, skilled subject B, was leaning slightly to the
left at the completion of one turn but compensated for the
loss of balance by shifting her body weight to the right
side.

Semi-skilled and non-skilled subjects

c,

the two

other exceptions, had begun to lose their balance and were
learning backwards at the completion of one revolution.

The

same two subjects were unable to complete one full revolution before touching the floor with their right feet to
restore balance.
The left arms of the skilled subjects and of semiskilled· subject A had begun to move to the side.

Semi-

skilled subject B opened her arms to the diagonals;

semi-
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skilled subject C opened her arms above shoulder level as
she lost her balance and fell backwards.

The non-skilled

subjects opened their arms to the sides at approximately
hip level.
Periods of acceleration and deceleration were different between skill groups.

Individual performances

within each skill group wer~, however, similar.

The skilled

subjects accelerated between the quarter turn and the half
turn and completed the turn with relatively equal amounts
of time occurring between subsequent tracings.

For semi-

skilled subjects A and C and the same non-skilled subjects,
the period of greatest acceleration occurred between the
three-quarter turn and the position in which the right feet
touched the floor.
jects B,

For semi-skilled and non-skilled sub-

the frames which depicted the full turn and the

touch-down of the right feet were unidentifiable.
Kinesiological similarities and differences which
were identifiable with respect to the movement patterns
used in Phase II of the pirouette

en

dehors revealed that

subjects were more different than alike.

The skilled group

differed particularly from the other two skill groups with
respect to position of the arms, placement of the feet in
the

passe position, "spotting," and period of acceleration

during the turn.

These differences were the greatest during

- 63 the positions of the three-quarter turn and the complete
re\" o 1 u t i on •
Specifically, the position of the arms was the
greatest difference between skilled and other performances
at the position of the quarter turn.

It is interesting to

note that none of the subjects placed their arms in the
"correct" position according to the literature and the
experts consulted.

Instead of bringing the left arm to the

right one at the center of the chest, two skilled subjects
opened their right arms to second position and heid their
opposite arms in second; the third skilled subject did
bring her arms to her chest but from second position.
At the one-half turn, the greatest differences were
with respect to the degree of turn-out and position of the
a rm~.

Again, the skilled subjects were similar and

employed the "correctll positions.
At the position of the three-quarter turn, the
greatest differences which occurred during Phase II were
evidenced.

The skilled performers maintained straight left

legs with their right feet at their left knees, their arms
in first position, and their "spot."

It may be possible

that the other subjects did not maintain straight legs and
their feet at the khees because they were already beginning
Lo descend from the turn.
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The skilled subjects, at the full turn position,
were taking their right feet from their left knees and
placing their arms in second position.

In contrast, the

remaining subjects had performed previously these movements.
The skilled subjects accelerated immediately after
they rose to half-toe and then completed the pirouette with
relatively no periods of acceleration or deceleration
thereafter.

The two other groups accelerated between the

three-quarter turn and the touch-down of the right feet.
This is probably caused by the fact that their right . feet
were nearer the floor than those of the skilled group and
hence,

less time elapsed between Lhe position of the three-

quarter turn and when contact was made with the floor.
Phase III, the Conclusion
In Phase III of the pirouette en ctehors from fourth
position, the right foot of the dancer leaves the passe
position and extends posteriorly towards the floor in
preparation for the concluding stance.

The pirouette is

completed when the dancer is in fourth position according
to the Russian method of terminating the technique or in
fourth position after executing a demi-plie in that position
according to the French or Italian schools.
elude in second position.

The arms con-
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figure 9 of the frontal view of Illustrations 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 ,
8, and 9 reveals that as the subjects extended posteriorly
their right feet to the floor in preparation for the concluding position, the skilled subjects placed their right
feet a greater distance behind their left feet than they

did in the preparation for the demi-plie in Phase I.

Semi-

skilled and non-skilled subjects A and C touched the floor
initially close to the left feet.

Semi-skilled and non-

skilled subjects B did not carry the legs behind the body
from passe but placed them on the floor close to and in
front of their left feet.

All of the subjects had bent

knees during the movement.
Six of the subjects maintained erect torsos in this
transitory position.

The three exceptions were skilled

subjects Band C and non-skilled subject C who placed their
body weight over the front legs and leaned backwards,
respectively.
The arms should be opened to second position by the
conclusion of the technique.

At this transitory position,

skilled and semi-skilled subjects Band Chad opened their
arms to second position.

Skilled subject A had opened only

her left arm so that her arms were in the same position as
they were for the demi-plie in Phase I; semi-skilled
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subject A and non-skilled subject Chad their left arms
r11rved in front of their chests and their right arms
extended~

la seconde; non-skilled subject A had her arms

open to the front diagonals and pointing downwards; and
non-skilled subject B had her left arm extended in front
of that shoulder below shoulder level and her right arm
extended posteriorly to the right diagonal.
Figure 9 of the sagittal view and figure 10 of the
frontal view of the above illustrations reveals the coneluding position or stance.

The skilled subjects ended in

fourth position demi-plie according to the Russian method
with their body weight forward over the front leg and the
right leg extended posteriorly.

Semi-skilled subject C

and non-skilled subject B closed their feet in fifth position in which the semi-skilled subject maintained straight
legs while the non-skilled subject had bent knees.

Semi-

skilled subjects A and Band non-skilled subjects A and C
ended in fourth position with both legs bent; of these same
subjects,

semi-skilled subject A and non-skilled subject C

positioned their weight over their left legs, semi-skilled
subject B distributed her weight evenly over both legs,
and non-skilled subject A positioned her weight over the
right leg.
The position of the arms at the conclusion of the

pirouette was different for every subject.

Skilled and
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semi-skilled subjects Band C concluded with their arms in
second position but at different heights.

Skilled subject A

t1eld her left arm in second and her right arm in first.
Semi-skilled subject A and non-skilled subjects Band C
placed their left arms in front of their bodies and their
right arms to the sides; heights of arms were different
among individuals.

Non-skilled subject A opened her arms

to the front diagonals with the hands at approximately hip
level.
More kin~siological differences than similarities
occurred between skilled performances and semi-skilled and
non-skilled performances in Phase III.

Primary kinesi-

ological differences occurred with respect to the position
of the right foot on the floor following the

passe move-

ment, the position of the arms, and the concluding position
of the feet.

Specifically, the skilled group extended more

posteriorly the right feet during the transitory movement
following the

pass6 position than the other groups, held

their arms in second position, and concluded the pirouette
with their weight forward over the left leg according to
the Russian school.
All groups were similar in view of the placement of
the right foot on the floor in preparation for the conclud!

ing stance corresponded with the distance between feet in
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the final stance.

More subjects assumed an open stance

than a closed one at the termination of the pirouette.
Movement of the Supporting Leg
Illustrations 10, 11, and 12 depict similarities
and differences in the movement of the left or supporting
leg about the floor during selected frames of the pirouette

en dehors.

In this section of the chapter, similarities

and differences with respect to the floor pattern for the
pirouette will be discussed,
Illustration 10 revealed that the skilled group
traveled about the floor more than did the other skill
groups.

In five of the six performances by the skilled

group, the three subjects traveled to their left and then
back to the right.

In these five performances, subjects A

and B traveled to the right and beyond the beginning position.

Subject

c,

in her frontal view, was the one subject

who traveled to the left, then to the right, and again to
the left to end beyond her beginning position.
The position of the supporting leg on the floor,
as revealed through a study of Illustrations 11 and 12,
was similar for the semi-skilled and non-skilled subjects.
The semi-skilled subjects, in the sagittal view, traveled
slightly to the left and returned to approximately their
beginning position.

In the frontal view, semi-skilled

ILLUSTRATION 10
PLACEMENT OF THE SUPPORTING LEG AND CORRESPONDING POSITION
OF THE HEAD DEPICTING SKILLED PERFORMANCE OF
PIROUETTE EN DEHORS
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SIDE VIEW

SUBJECT A
Skilled

SUBJECT B
Skilled
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SUBJECT C
SkillQd

ILLUSTRATION 11
PLACEMENT OF THE SUPPORTING LEG AND CORRESPONDING POSITION
OF THE HEAD DEPICTING SEMI-SKILLED PERFORMANCE OF
PIROUETTE EN DEHORS

- 72 FRONT VIEW

SIDE VIEW

SUBJECT A
Semi--Skilled
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SUBJECT B
Semi-Skilled
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SUB,JEC'i1 C
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ILLUSTRATION 12
PLACEMENT OF THE SUPPORTING LEG AND CORRESPONDING POSITION
OF THE HEAD DEPICTING NON-SKILLED PERFORMANCE OF
PIROUETTE EN DEHORS .
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FRONT VIEW

SUBJECT A
Non-Skilled

SUBJECT B
Non-Skilled

SUB,JECT C
Non-Skilled ·

SIDE VIEW
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subjects A and C traveled slightly to their right to return
to the beginning position while subject B traveled slightly
to her left, then past the beginning spot to the right, and
returned to the original position.

The non-skilled subjects,

in the sagittal view, traveled first to the left and then to
the right before returning to approximately their beginning
position;

in the frontal view, the same subjects traveled

to their right.

The floor pattern was similar for the two

groups in that movement was in the horizontal plane and
subjects ended in approximately their original positions.
A further study of Illustrations IO, 11, and 12
reveals that there were two periods during which a great
amount of floor space was utilized:

between the frames

depicting the quarter turn and the one-half turn and between
the frames depicting the moment at which the right foot left

passe position and the moment at which the right foot
touched the floor.

It is interesting to note that these

periods of movement occurred as the subjects assumed the

passe position (rose to half-toe) and as they began to
descend from that position.
In summary it can be stated that subjects in this
study moved about the floor to the left and to the right in
the horizontal plane and that the periods of greatest utilization of floor space occurred during the

passe

or
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half-t·oe position and the descent from that position.
Specifically, the skilled group traveled more to the left
and right than did the other groups.

They also did not

return to their beginning position a~ frequently as the
other groups.

The different floor pattern made by the

skilled subjects could possibly be attributed to a matter
of style and/or being accustomed to dancing on

pointe.

With respect to style, the Italian school instructs the
dancer to spring quickly on to half-toe rather than to
raise the body through the three articulations of the feet.
When dancing on

pointe, the dancer also springs to her toes

in order to accentuate her

pointe work.

The skilled sub-

jects were accustomed to dancing in toe shoes.
Summary
In this chapter, the analyses of skilled, semiskilled, and non-skilled performanc~s of the pirouette en

dehors were presented and analyzed.

The kinesiological

similarities and differences which occurred in each of the
three phases of execution of the pirouette and the movements
of the left or supporting leg about the floor were discussed
in relation to the illustrations presented.

The illustra-

tions were based either upon tracings of the entire body or
point-and-line

drawings during selected frames of the

sagittal and frontal views of the pirouette

en

dehors.

The
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findings were organized in accordance with the phases of
execution of the

pirouette

en dehors.

In Phase I, the preparation, subjects within their
respective skill group were more alike than different.

The

performances by the three groups were relatively alike with
respect to the criteria established by the experts for the
evaluation and analysis of Phase I.

The movement pattern

used by the three groups was similar but the movements of.
the skilled group were larger in dimension than were those
of the other two groups.

The skilled group executed

Phase I in a smaller percentage of total performance time
than did the other two groups.
In Phase II, the turn,

skilled, semi-skilled, and

non-skilled subjects were more different than alike with
respect to the kinesiological patterns used,

The movement

pattern used by the skilled groups was particularly different with respect to the placement of the arms, placement of the feet in passe, "spotting," and period of
acceleration during the turn.

The most notable differences

occurred during the three-quarter turn position and the full
turn position.
In Phase _III, the conclusion, skill performances
were also more different than alike with respect to
kinesiological patterns which were used.

The skilled group
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used different movement patterns in regard to the placement
of the right foot following the

passe, the position of the

arms, and the concluding position of the feet.

Similarities

demonstrated among the groups were in regard to the open
stance assumed in the concluding frame.
The subjects in the study moved about the floor
during the

pirouette

with the period of greatest utiliza-

tion of floor space occurring during the

passe or half-toe

position and the descent from that position.

The floor

pattern of the subjects was in the horizontal plane.

The

skilled group traveled more to the sides and returned less
frequently to their original position than the other two
groups.
In Chapter V of this thesis, the investigator will
present a summary of the study, draw a conclusion, and offer
recommendations for further studies.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER STUDIES

Summary
The

pirouette, or turn on one leg, as performed in

classical ballet, is one of the most difficult skills which
the dance educator must analyze and teach.

Encyclopedias

of dance terms and writings of professional persons in the
field of dance provide the present source of information
concerning ballet techniques.

Descriptions of the pirouette

in the literature are based upon personal opinions and
observations and are often incomplete or ambiguous.

A

review of related literature reveals that no attempts have
been made to analyze kinesiologically the movement patterns
of dancers through cinematography and that the execution of
the pirouette en dehors has not been studied objectively.
In view of this and the frequency with which the turns are
employed in choreography, the present investigator hopes to
contribute to the available literature concerning methodology in teaching the pirouette en dehors by analyzing
errors of those persons who lack proficiency in the execution of the technique and by evaluating the technique of
-
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skilled performers selected as demonstrating "good form" by
experts.
This investigation entailed a cinematographic
analysis of the characteristic likenesses and differences
between skilled, semi-skilled, and non-skilled performances
of the

pirouette en dehors.

The three phases comprising

the execution of this technique are (1) the preparation,
(2) the turn, and (3) the conclusion.
The study entailed the use of nine selected individuals who resided in the Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan
area during the spring semester of the 1970-1971 academic
year.

Three subjects comprised each of the following

groups:

skilled, semi-skilled, and non-skilled.

Criteria

which included eight statements regarding "good form" in
the

pirouette en dehors

from fourth position were estab-

lished for the selection of the subjects by the investigator in conjunction with selected experts.
The investigator used a sixteen millimeter Bell and
Howell movie camera in which was run Kodak Black and White
Tri-X Reversal Film,

The film was taken at a speed of

sixty-four frames per second.
The subjects for the study were filmed in dance
studios.

Illumination was supplied by standard classroom

lighting and two portable flood lights.

The subjects wore
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white leotards and tights to provide a better contrast
against the black cloth curtain which served as background
for the filming.

Selected anatomical reference points

were marked with black tape on each subject.
Each participant was filmed from the frontal and
sagittal views while performing three single pirouettes
dehors from fourth position.

en

An electric clock served as

a timing device and a yardstick provided the known measurement.
The films were projected initially for quick
viewing using a sixteen millimeter projector.

The films

were then viewed frame by frame by means of a microfilm
reader, and the best frontal and sagittal views of each
subject were selected for analysis.

Tracings of the entire

body were made from selected frames of both performances of
the pirouette.

Elapsed time between the selected frames

was then determined.

The time in seconds which had elapsed

between frames was converted to percentages and the tracings
were then plotted along a horizontal axis in accordance
with the percentage of total time required to execute a
complete

pirouette.

Similarities and differences among

the performers of different skill levels were determined
from the analysis of the tracings of each subject and
described according to the three phases of execution of
the technique.
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Point-and-line drawings of the movements of the
ankle of the supporting leg and the ear or nose during
selected frames of both views of the pirouette en dehors
were made and then used to analyze the movement of the
supporting leg and to determine the periods of greatest
utilization of floor space.

Similarities and differences

among the performers of different skill levels were then
identified.
The findings with respect to characteristic
similarities and differences among skilled, semi-skilled,
and non-skilled performance of pirouettes en dehors may be
summarized as follows:
Phase

r,

the Preparation
An examination of the tracings and drawings made

from the films revealed that the movements used by all
subjects in the execution of Phase I were more similar than
different.

All performances were similar with respect to

the criteria established by the experts for Phase I.

Per-

formances within each group were more similar than between
groups.

The differences between skill levels were ~elative

to the dimension of the movements and the percentage of
time which elapsed during Phase I, the skilled subjects
employing larger movements and executing Phase I in a
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smaller percentage of total performance time than subjects
of other skill levels.

Phase II, the Turn
Skilled, semi-skilled, and non-skilled subjects were
more different than alike with respect to the identifiable
movement patterns employed in Phase II.

The most notable

differences betwe~n skilled performances and semi-skilled
and non-skilled performances were with respect to position
of arms, placement of right feet,

"spotting," and period of

acceleration during the turn.
The placement of the arms in first position as
explained in the literature and by the experts consulted
was in agreement with the arm positions assumed by the
skilled subjects.

None of the skilled subjects, however,

brought their arms to first position in accordance with the
move~ent pattern described by either the literature or
experts consulted.

Two skilled subjects used the action

of their right arms instead of their left ones to supply
the energy for the turn, while the third skilled subject did
not use her arms to apply force at this moment.
The positions of the feet and legs as explained in
the literature were in agreement with the movement patterns
of the skilled subjects.

The right foot was held at the

knee throughout the turn and the left leg was straight,
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although the latter was not achieved until the position ofthe one-half turn.
The skilled subjects conformed also to the criterion
of "spotting."

They focused again on their "spot" before

the remaining subjects did so.
The period of acceleration for the skilled group
occurred between the quarter and th~ half turn.

It may be

genera 1 i zed that the force of the Jl,.ljj_, the snap pi n g of the
head, and/or the action of the arms supplied the energy
which accounts for the acceleration at this moment.

The

semi-skilled and non-skilled subjects accelerated between
the three-quarter turn and the touch-down of the right foot.
It is probable that this acceleration was caused by the
fact that these subjects had begun previously to descend
to fourth position and had their right feet nearer the
floor than those of the skilled group and, hence, less
(I

time elapsed between the position of the three-quarter turn
and when contact was made with the floor.

phase rrr, the Cogclusion
More kinesiological differences than similarities
were evidenced between skilled performances and semiskilled and non-skilled performances during Phase III.
skilled group differed particularly from the other skill
groups with respect to the position of the right foot on

The
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the floor following the pass6 movement, the position of the
arms, and the concluding stance.

Specifically, the skilled

subjects extended more posteriorly their right feet in the
descent from the pass6 position thari did the other subjects,
maintained their arms in second position, and terminated
the pirouette with their weight over their left legs
according to the Russian method of execution.
All subjects were similar in that the placement of
the right foot on the floor in preparation for the concluding stance was relative to the distance between feet
in the final stance.

The majority of the subjects assumed

also an open stance as opposed to a closed one at the conclusion of the pirouette.
Movement of the Supporting Leg
All of the subjects moved about the floor to the
left and/or right in the horizontal plane.

The skilled

subjects traveled more to the left and right sides than did
the other subjects.

They also did not terminate the

pirouette in their beginning position on the floor as
frequently as the other subjects.

It is interesting to

note that this movement to the sides did not destroy the
skilled subjects' balance.

The different floor pattern

made by the skilled subjects could possibly be attributed
to a matter of style of execution and/or being accustomed
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to dancing on

pointe.

The two periods of greatest utiliza-

tion of floor space occurred during the ascent to the passe
or half-toe position and the descent from that position.
Conclusion
The investigator drew the following conclusion with
respect to performance of the pirouette en dehors by skilled,
semi-skilled, and non-skilled female subjects.

Cinematog-

r a p h y c a n be u s e d t o i d en ti f y s i mi 1 a r i t i e s a n d d i ff e re n c e s
between different skill levels, to determine the extent to
which skilled performances adhere to characteristics of
"good form" as stated by experts and in the literature,
and to provide new information which will contribute to a
more complete understanding of the movement patterns used
in the execution of a skill.
Cinematography is useful not only in distinguishing
similarities and differences between skill levels but ·provides evidence also for validating the descriptions found
in the literature.

Specifically, the skilled subjects

differed from the semi-skilled and non-skilled subjects in
that they conformed to the following criteria stated in the
literature and by the experts consulted as descriptive of
skilled or correct performance:
1.

A

demi-plie should be executed in Phase I, the prepara-

tion.

Specifically, skilled subjects show less flexion
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of the knees during the demi-pli6 than do subjects of
other skill levels.
2.

The demi-plii in Phase I, the preparation, should be
performed with both legs bent and the torso erect
between the knees according to the French and Italian
schools or with the front leg bent, the back leg
straight, and the torso and body weight forward over
the f,ront leg according to the Russian school.

Specif-

ically, two skilled subjects in this study adhered to
the Russian method and one skilled subject conformed
with the French and Italian method.
3.

The body should be extended during Phase II, the turn.
Specifically, skilled subjects have greater extension
of the spinal column and less anterior tilt and lateral
rotation of the pelvis than do subjects of other skill
levels.

4.

A straight supporting leg should be maintained during
Phase II, the turn.

Specifically, skilled subjects

maintain a straight supporting leg longer than do subjects of other skill levels.
5.

The right foot should be maintained close to the left
knee during Phase II, the turn.

Specifically, skilled

subjects maintain the right foot in that position
longer than do subjects of other skill levels.
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The arms should be in first position for Phase II, the
turn.

Specifically, skilled subjects maintain the arms

in first position longer than do subjects of other
skill levels.
7.

The he a ct ( eyes ) sh o u 1 ct f o cu s an ct ma int a i n a " spot "
during Phase II, the turn.

Specifically, skilled sub-

jects maintain their "spot" longer than do subjects of
other skill levels.
8.

The right foot should leave the left knee when a full
tu~n is completed in Phase II, the turn.

Specifically,

skilled subjects maintain the right foot at the left
knee longer than do subjects of other skill levels.
9.

The pirouette is completed in Phase III, the conclusion,
when the feet are in fourth position according to either
the French and Italian schools or the Russian school.
Specifically, skilled subjects in this study terminated
the pirouette according to the style of the Russian
school.
The skilled subjects did not confor~ to the follow-

ing criteria stated in the literature and by the experts
consulted as descriptive of skilled performances:
1.

The head, shoulders, and hips should be squared to the
direction in which the turn will end d~ring ·rhase I,
· the preparation.

Two skilled subjects in this study
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rot~ted their left arms and shoulders to the left . so
that the torso was no longer _square to the direction
in which the turn was to end.

The third skilled sub-

ject confdrmed to the criterion.
2.

The right arm should be in first position and the left
arm in second position during the demi-pli& of Phase I;
the preparation.

One skilled subject in this study

placed both of her arms in second position.

The remain-

ing two skilled subjects conformed to the criterion.
3.

The left arm should be brought to the right arm at the
same time the push-off is executed in Phase II, the
turn.

None of the skilled subjects in th .is study con-

formed with the criterion.

Specifically, two skilled

subjects open their right arms to second position before
closing their arms to first.

The third skilled subject

began the phase with her arms in second position and
then closed them to first position.

4.

The torso should be vertical during Phase II, the turn.
Two skilled subjects in this study leaned the torso
forward in the beginning of the Phase but were vertical
by the position of the one-half turn.

The third

skilled subject was vertical throughout the turn.

5.

The left part of the body should stay in place while
the right part of the body revolves during Phase II,
the turn.

None of the skilled subjects in this study
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conformed with the criterion.

Specifically, the skilled

subjects traveled more about the floor than did subjects of other skill levels.
6.

The arms should be opened to second position by .the
termination of Phase III, the conclusion.

One skilled

subject in this study concluded with her left arm · in
second position and her right arm in first position.
The remaining skilled subjects conformed with the
criterion.
Through cinematography it is possible to supplement
and expand the available literature.

Specifically, the

comparison of different skill groups led to the following
new information which, to the best of the investigator's
knowledge, has not been previously noted in the literature.
1.

Skilled subjects have greater range of movement in
their arm and leg positions than do subjects of other
skill levels.

2.

Skilled subjects take less preparation time for the

pirouette than do subjects of other skill levels.
3~

Skilled subjects maintain their arms closer together
in front of the chest during Phase II, the turn, than
do subjects of other skill levels.

4.

Skilled subjects bring their arms together sooner
during Phase II, the turn, than do subjects of other
skill levels.

5.
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Skilled subjects maintain a greater turn-out of the
working leg from the hip during Phase I I ' the turn,
than do subjects of other skill levels.

b.

Skilled subjects accelerate more between the push-off
and the initiation of Phase II, the turn, than do
· subjects of other skill groups.
Reeommendations for Further Studies
In the development of the present investigation

questions of interest suggesting further perusal were noted
by the investigator.

These have evolved into the following

recommendations for further studies:
1.

A cinematographic analysis of likenesses and differences between males and females during their performance of pirouettes en dehors.

2.

A cinematographic analysis of likenesses and differences between performances, of different levels of
skill, of pirouette~ en ctehors and pirouettes en
dectans.

3.

A cinematographic analysis of likenesses and differences during the performance of multiple pirouettes.

4.

A cinematographic analysis of likenesses and differences between performances, of different skill levels,
of single and multiple pirouettes.

-
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A cinematographic analysis of likenesses and differences between selected somatotypes when performing

pirouettes.
6.

A cinematographic analysis of likenesses and differences between skilled performance of pirouettes by
male dancers of national groups.

APPENDIXES

APPENDIX A
GLOSSARY

A LA

SECONDE:

To second position. 1

BATTEMENT TENDU:

In this study, the dancer executes the

battement tendµ to second position or

a la

seconde;

this movement occurs in Phase I, the preparation.
Feet in fifth position, right foot in front; arms in
second position.

Right foot glides to side until

right leg is extended fully from hip to toe, but w~ih
toe still in contact with the floor. 2
foot should be carried forward.

Heel of right

Weight of body is

supported by the left leg. 3
DE FACE:

An academic

epau~ement.

Dancer faces the front

of his square so that he is squared to the audience
or the front side of his square. 4

In this study, the

dancer begins and ends the pirouette de face.
1 Lez Damaroff, A Concise Interpretation of Ballet
Terminology for the Ballet Class (Denton, Texas:
Hughes
Publishing Company, 1971), p. 2.
2 Lawson, Classical Ballet, p. 81.
3 vaganova, Basic Princii>les of Classical Bal let, p. 27.
4 Lawson, Classical Ballet, p. 44.
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OEMI-PLIE:

A half-plie;

a bend of the knees over the feet

with the heels of the feet on the floor. 1

In this

study~ a demi-pli& is executed ~uring Phases I and III.
EN DEHORS:

Rotary movement directed outwards. 2

In this

study, the pirouette is performed outwardly or

.eJl

ctehors.
PASSE:

•

A passing movement which transfers the leg from one

position to another.

The leg is bent at the knee and

held ~t 90°, while the toe passes close to the supporting leg and then goes into the desired position,3
In this study, the term pass6 refers to the position
in which the toe of the right foot is at the left leg
during Phase II.
,

PLIE:

In classical balleti a bending of the knees with the
knees wide apart and the legs rotated outwards from
the hips. 4

1 Nicolaeva-Legat, Preparation for Ballet,

p. 122.

2 vaganova, Basic Principles of Classical Ballet,
p.

22.
3 Lifar, Lifar on Classical Ballet, p. 163.
4 George Balanchine, Balanchine's

New

Complete Stories
of the Great Ballets, ed. by Frances Mason (Garden City,
New York:
Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1954), p. 577.
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Dancing on the toes in toe shoes. 1

POSITION OF ARMS:

First positiorr:

Arms positioned in front of body on

level with diaphragm.

Elbows are rounded slightly,

palms are turned inwards, and hands are not quite
touching. 2

In this study, the arms should be in first

position during Phase I when the feet are in fifth
position and during Phase II.

Second position:

Arms positioned to sides of body on

level with diaphragm.

Elbows are rounded slightly,

wrists are turned inwards, and shoulder blades are
pressed together.

Forearms are held at level of

elbows; wrists droop slightly. 3

In this study, the

arms should be in second position during the execu-

battement tendu in Phase I and at the

tion of the

conclusion of Phase III.
POSITION OF FEET:

fourth position:

Feet are turned outwards and parallel

to each other with one foot placed in front of the
1 oamaroff,
2 Lifar,

A Concise Interpretation of Ballet, p. 3.

Lifar on Classical Ballet, p. 40.
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Feet are separated by a distance of from one

to one and one-half feet. 1

In this study, the feet

are in fourth position during the demi-plie in
Phase I and Phase III.

Fifth position:

Feet are turned outwards and parallel

to each other with one foot placed in front of the
other.

Heels and toes of both feet touch. 2

In this

I

study, Phase I is initiated with the feet in fifth
position,
RELEVE:

A swift rise on to half,

three-quarter, or full

pointe with a slight spring onto the point of balance. 3
RISE:

A controlled lifting of the body through

the three

articulations of the foot to the desired position. 4
SCHOOLS:

French School:

Originated in France under Louis XIV

and the founding of the Royal Academy of Dancing in
1661.

Stresses charm and elegance rather than techni-

cal virtuosity.
1 Balanchine,

2 Ibid.,

Underlies all balletic training. 5

Balanchine's New Complete Stories, p. 563.

p. 565.

3 Lawso~, Classical Ballet, p. 56.
C:

The Language of Ballet (New York:
The World Publishing Company, 1966), pp. 60-61.
;:.iThalia Mnra,

- 98 Italian School:

Founded by Carlo Blasis (1803-1878),

arr Italian who studied under French masters.

Stresses

strength, vigor, and brilliance of technique. 1
Russian School:

Founded on French School;

influenced

during late 1800's by Italian guest dancers.

Comb,i ned

French elegance and Italian technique with adaptations. 2
Stresses aesthetics and balanced technical training. 3

1 Ibid., p. 64.
2 Ihict., pp. 103-104.
3 chujoy and Manchester, The Dance Encyclopedia,
p. 709.

APPENDIX B
RESUMES

Nancy Schaffenburg 1
Nancy Benson Schaffenburg began her career at the
early age of five years when she and her three brothers
danced for the USO during the second world war.

At fifteen

years of age she danced as a featured soloist at Radio
City Music Hall in New York City where critics were
astounded with her consecutive

fouettes.

Nancy joined

the Ballet _Russe de Monte Carlo, met and married her
husband, dancer Fernando Schaffenburg, and then joined
the Senior company of Ballet Russe where she danced many
principal parts, notably the ballerina of "Cirque de Deux."
She has danced most of the traditional
classical repertoire.

pas-de-deux of

She left the Ballet Russe when her

first child was born and later joined the Metropolitan
Opera Ballet company where she danced four seasons.

Mrs.

Schaffenburg is presently the Director of the Preparatory
Ballet School at the Texas Christian University in Fort
Worth, Texas.
i1., rt

She is also prima ballerina of the Fort

h Ra l l e t C ~) 1:1 pan y

.

1 "oance Gala," souvenir program, The Fort Worth
Ballet Association, April 4, 1970.
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Robin Leuctitmann 1
Robin Lee Leutrihmann began to seriously study ballet
at the age of nine years with Paul Coates in Shreveport,
Louisiana.

In 1966, she appeared in his production of "The

Seasons" in which she was cast as Summer.

Upon moving to

Carlisle, Pennsylvania, Robin studied witb Marcia Dale
Weary, appearing as one of the Reed Flutes in Weary' s
production of "The Nutcracker Suite."

Her senior year in

high school, Robin studied with Winnie Ashington in Boston,
Massachusetts and appeared as Cinderella in Miss Ashington's production by the same name.
Miss Leuchtmann attended the Texas Christian
University in Fort Worth, Texas, and graduated with a
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in ballet.

As an under-

graduate student Robin participated in various Senior
Studies and appeared in numerous dance productions, including "Ar,ensky Variations," "Prince Igor," "Ergo," and
Fernando Schaffenburg's production of "Walpurgis Night."
Miss Leuchtmann is interested in performing,
teaching, and choreographing.

Her teaching expe¾ience

includes Dance Counselor at t~e Waukeela Camp in New
Hampshire and assisting Victor Moreno at the Texas Christian
1 Robin Lee Leuchtmann, personal letter,

1970.
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University.
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Currently, Robin is attending Graduate School

at the Texas Christian University, where she is a candidate
for the Master of Fine Arts degree in ballet.

Marla Mann 1
Marla Mann attends the Pascal High School in Fort
Worth, Texas.

She is an advanced pupil of the Schaffenburg

Ballet Academy located in Fort Worth and was considered,
by all of her instructors, to be a "natural turner."
Marla has been the recipient of a Schaffenburg Academy
Scholarship and an American Ballet Theatre Foundation
Scholarship.

In 1970, Miss Mann was featured as the

mechanical doll in the Fort Worth Ballet Company's production of "The Nutcracker · suite."

Lez Damaroff 2
Lez Damaroff (Ashton) toured the world dancing and
studying in 1923.

He was a partner of Adolph Bolm in

Chicago for the years 1929-1932.

He was a soloist for

three years with Michio Ito in concert and for ten years
he danced as a soloist in motion pictures in Hollywood,

1Marla Mann, per~onal letter, 1970.
2 Lez Damaroff, personal interview, 1970.
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Included among numerous former pupils who are

world famous are Ruth Page and Maria Tallchief.
In the year 1957, Damaroff was Cofounder , and
President of the Oklahoma Dance Masters of Am~rica Association.

In 1958, he was voted a second term as president of

that association.

Mr. Damaroff has been a member of the

National Legislative Council of the Dance Masters of
America and ballet teachers examiner for the same organization for the years 1958 and 1959.

Currently, Mr. Damaroff

teaches at the Lez Damaroff School of Ballet in Denton,
Texas, and is the author of the manual entitled, A Concise
Interpretation of Ballet Terminology for the Ballet Class.
Victor Moreno 1
Victor Moreno, a native of Argentina, began dancing
professionally in 1944 at the Teatro Col6n de Buenos Aires.
He became a soloist in the company in 1946 and Premier
Danseur in 1948.

Moreno was the youngest Premiere Danseur

in the history of his country, and was considered by Serge
Lifar to be Argentina's most outstanding male dancer.
joined

He

the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo as a principal

dancer (1951-1957), partnering such famous ballerinas as
Alexandra Danilova, Maria Tallchief, Ivonne Chout~au,
1 Victor Moreno, personal interviews, 1970.

II\
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Nathalie Krassovska, Nina Novak, Lila Zali, Tatiana
Riabouchinska, Mia Slavenska, Irina Boroska, and Lupe
Serrano.
Mr. Moreno has worked with such world-renowned
choreographers as Massine, Nijinska, Lichine, Loring,
Dolin, Gsovsky, Kidd, and Romanoff.

He has danced at

Radio City Music Hall in New York and has appeared on
television with Steve Allen and George Gobel.

Moreno has

been the director of several companies in California and
in Texas, as well as a member of the faculty at several
universities in Texas.
In 1966, in Dallas, Texas, Moreno partnered Nathalie
Krassovska in "Giselle."

In the summer of 1969, he was

guest Artistic Director and Premier Danseur of the Ballet
Classico de Mexico.

Currently, Mr. Moreno is Director of

the Denver Civic Ballet in Denver, Colorado.

George Skihine 1
George Skibine, a native of Russia, first performed
professionally at Bal Tabarin in Paris, France.

He soon

joined the Ballets de Monte Carlo (1938) which was directed
by Rene Blum and created the role of Deer in "Seventh
1 chujoy and Manchester, Dance Encyclopedia,
p.

835.

Symphony."
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In 1940 he joined the Original Ballet Russe

for its Australian tour.

The following year, 1941, Skibine

joined Ballet Theatre as a soloist danc -ing "Les Sylphides,"
"Bluebeard," "La Fille Mal Gardee," and others.
Mr. Skibine joined the Grand Ballet du Marqui~ de
Cuevas in 1947.

His choreographic career began the fol-

lowing year with the production "Tragedy in Verona."
Subsequent choreographies include "Annabel Lee" (1951),
"Prisoner of the Caucasus" (1951), "Idylle" (1954), and
"Romeo and Juliet" (1955) which was choreographed for a
special performance in the Cour Carree of the Louvre.
In 1956, Skibine toured the United States with
Ruth Page's Chicago Opera Ballet before becoming Premier
Danseur Etoile of the Paris Opera Ballet.

In 1958, he

became ballet master of the Paris Opera choreographing
"Concerto," "Isoline," "Atlantide" ( 1958), "Daphni s and
Chloe," "Facheuses Rencontres," "Conte Cruel" (1959),
and ''Pa st or a 1 e . "

"Pa st or a 1 e" wa s choreographed i n 196 1

and staged for a state visit of President and Mrs. Kennedy
to Paris.

Skibine resigned from the Opera as ballet

master in 1962 but remained as guest artist and choreographer.
Skibine joined the newly formed Harkness Ballet in
1964 as choreographer and artistic director.

He resigned

-

from that position in 1966.

105 In 1968, Mr.

Skibine became

Artistic Director of the Dallas Civic Ballet in Dallas,
Texas.

At the present, Mr. Skibinc teaches and choreographs

for the Civic Ballet as well as travelling throughout Europe
and South America as guest choreographer.
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